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Introduction
Boom is a system-wide volume booster and equalizer app that is designed to make everything sound louder, clearer
and better! Since its release, Boom has always continued to be in the limelight after winning the Macworld’s Best of
Show 2011 while it simultaneously remained as an inseparable part to enhance audio on Mac.
The successor of Boom, Boom 2, pooled vital features to give the users louder, clearer and extremely enhanced audio
without investing in costly external devices.
And now, next in line to Boom 2, Boom 3D is an all-new pro audio app that delivers rich and intense audio with 3D
surround sound that makes any kind of headphones sound better!
This nifty app has been engineered with some incredible features to be a great companion for Mac. The 3D Surround
Sound offered by Boom 3D is powered by Global Delight’s patent -pending Boom audio engine that offers a truly
immersive experience on any headphones that the ears keep longing for!
•

Auto-Calibrates itself according to the type of Mac.

•

Designed for OS 10.10.3 and later

•

3D Surround Sound that offers truly immersive audio experience

•

Option to select Audio Output Device

•

All-new built-in Mini Audio Player

•

Apps Volume Controller to control individual application volumes

•

Toggle-friendly Boom Volume Controller and Controlled Boost feature that offer complete control over
the system audio output

•

Powerful Intensity Slider that offers full control over the audio output

•

Handcrafted Equalizer Presets

•

Advanced Audio effects to enhance any audio on your Mac

•

20,000+ Radio stations

Self-calibrates according to the type of Mac
Boom 3D self-calibrates according to the type of Mac to offer a genuinely personalized experience to the users.
Designed for OS X 10.10.3 and later
Boom 3D is designed and engineered to work on OS X 10.10.3 and later for maximum performance and efficiency.
3D Surround Sound
The most significant feature of Boom 3D is the patent-pending 3D Surround Sound technology, which offers an
immersive virtual surround sound experience that is realistic, captivating and works on any headset!
Select Audio Output Device
From the Settings, you can choose the type of your audio output device so that Boom 3D can appropriately offer an
output that sounds best.
Built-in Mini Audio Player
Boom 3D now features a Mini Audio Player with a simple drag and drop feature to add music files effortlessly.

Apps Volume Controller
Boom 3D comes with an all-new Application Level Volume Control, which helps the users to adjust volumes
application wise.
Boom Volume & Controlled Boost
The newly added Boom Volume Controller along with the Controlled Boost feature offers the users a complete control
over the system audio output through a neatly designed toggle bar.
Powerful Intensity Slider
The Intensity slider offers full control over the audio output, and allows you to adjust the Bass and Treble. Shove it up
or bring it down until you spot your optimum level.
Handcrafted Equalizer Presets
The Equalizer Presets are re-calibrated for an enhanced audio output. They are curated to perfection for a number of
genres and tastes, to match the varied choices of music. Simply put, it gives full control to the users for fine-tuning the
settings and sounds as per their liking.
Advanced Audio Effects
Boom 3D re-introduces the feature that brings in neat audio effects. These effects help to enhance the audio quality of
your Mac while adding a completely new perspective to the sound.
Ambience
Experience Ambience while feeling sound moving all around you with mind-blowing realism. Get an earful of notes
from direction, making it sound like a live performance like no other.
Fidelity
Be here, there and everywhere with Fidelity. Listen to everything from music to dialogues to the falling of leaves with
amazing detail, crispness, and clarity.
Night Mode
With just one click, Night Mode nominalizes the audio to produce sounds that aren’t too loud or faint. This is perfect
for action movies where certain sounds are loud while the rest are muffled.
Spatial
Be right at the center of your audio, while sound flows around you! Feel the illusion with the ‘Spatial’ effect; feel more
realistic sound that seem to come from everywhere around you.
Pitch
Listen to your favorite tracks with its pitch a note higher or lower just like the way you love it!
20,000+ Radio Stations
Boom 3D comes with Radio that gives you free access to more than 20,000 local and international Radio stations across 120
countries!
Price & Availability
Boom 3D single user pack can be purchased for $19.99 for the Mac from the Global Delight Web Store
and on the Mac App Store. It is available on the Microsoft Store for $16.99.
Contact
Please contact us for a promo code and we’ll be more than happy to provide you one for review pur poses.
Vipin Mishra
media@globaldelight.com
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